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wall
element
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2 material)
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is entire system
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to
status
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combine
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goods
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providingconstruction
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a starting
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in housing in
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at
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everyone
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for
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The Smart
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(“Planet”)
live-work types for a four-storey apartment
house within a quality and resource efficiency – Planet
precast concrete. Offset by the combined use of wood conEnvironmental
new master plan for housing and new landscapes. The
Practical
effect
struction
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negative carbon impact allows this buildTwo valuable resources are at the focus of this project: water
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sewage
reation spaces for the central districts of Berlin caused by
that
is the sole source of pollution for the otherwise
The strategy is both a material one assystem
well as being
of technoThe concrete walls are sculpturally formed off-site in forman increase of population (up to 75%) and a parallel loss of
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Spree. Several times a year during heavy rains
logical high-performance. In regard healthy
to the material
aspect,
works constructed of laser-cut sheet steel. With three base
vacant spaces since the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989. In adthe
mixed
sewage system spills over into the river and
the two main materials are sustainable
timber
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types an additional three can be generated by flipping the
dition, this project will both supply a vital impulse to the
wipes
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most of the biological life. The new usage of the
products in the self-insulated concrete.
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additional
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concrete
walls
are (the
wide range of façade and room differentiation. The sculptural
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structural
and administrative change. Urban space: Out of
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finish) embedded
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and
for roof.
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of the heating/
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body of water and its ecosystem. This willcooling/acoustic
promote much
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Energy concept.
to the ancient villages of Berlin and Cölln and the castle in
needed change through Flussbad, Berlin, Germany.
erating and maintenance life cycle costs.
later times. In the past 120 years this area has lost domestic
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use in exchange for public functions, many of them related
to Wilhelmsburg,
national government
and high culture museums. The
Within the context of a post-industrial
the
Flussbad structure
project through also welcoming roughly 1 million
Smart Material House is a compact free-standing
exhausted
after their tours aims to widen the uscharacterized by the exposed concrete
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floors.
ability
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Location in Berlin’s Center.

Changing river use.
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